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ABSTRACT
Motivated by analogies between the spreading of human-to-human infections and of chemical pro-
cesses, we develop a comprehensive model that accounts both for infection (reaction) and for transport
(mobility, advection and diffusion). In this analogy, the three different populations (susceptible, in-
fected and recovered) of infection models correspond to three “chemical species”. Areal densities
(people/area), rather than populations, emerge as the key variables, thus capturing the effect of spatial
density, widely considered important, but ignored or under-represented in existing models. We derive
expressions for the kinetics of the infection rates and for the important parameter R0, that include
areal density and its spatial distribution. Coupled with mobility (through diffusion) the model allows
the study of various effects.
We first present results for a “batch reactor”, the chemical process equivalent of the SIR model.
Because density makes R0 a decreasing function of the process extent, the infection curves are
different and smaller than for the standard SIR model, the difference increasing with R0. We show
that the effect of the initial conditions (density of infected individuals) is limited to the onset of the
epidemic, everything else being equal. The same invariance is obtained for infection imported into
initially non-infected regions. We derive effective infection curves for a number of cases, including
a back-and-forth "commute" between regions of low (e.g. “home”) and high (e.g. “work”) R0
environments.
We then consider spatially distributed systems. We show that diffusion leads to traveling waves,
which in 1-D geometries (rectilinear or radial) propagate at a constant speed and with a constant
shape, both of which are sole functions of R0. The infection curves are slightly different than for
the batch problem, as diffusion mitigates the infection intensity, thus leading to an effective lower
R0. The dimensional wave speed is found to be proportional to the product of the square root of the
diffusivity and of an increasing function of R0, confirming the importance of restricting mobility in
arresting the propagation of infection. We examine the interaction of infection waves under various
conditions and scenarios, and extend the wave propagation analysis to 2-D heterogeneous systems.
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1 Introduction
Understanding the spread of infectious diseases, where infection is from human to human, is of significant interest,
greatly relevant to epidemics, such as the one the world is experiencing today with COVID-19. A plethora of
epidemiologic models have been proposed, developed and tested [1, 2, 3]. These are based on three essential components:
(i) Identifying different populations (typically, susceptible, infected, and recovered (or perished), and their extensions to
demographic or health history subcategories); (ii) Describing ways by which the various populations come in proximity
with one another; and (iii) Postulating rates by which members from one population covert into another.
Widely used is the celebrated SIR model [1, 4], which captures essential aspects of contagion using three populations:
susceptible (denoted by S), infected (denoted by I) and recovered (including perished) (denoted by R). The original
model, and many of its recent variants, account for items (i) and (iii) above, but not for (ii). More importantly, the SIR
representation is in terms of the total populations, rather than their areal densities (people/area), which are expected to
be the most important contagion variables. Such models also ignore spatial transfer, or the areal spreading of infections,
that ultimately causes populations of different densities to interact with one another.
Another category is based on computing individual trajectories of typical members of the various populations and on
subsequently postulating probabilities of collisions and infection [5]. These agent-based models implicitly account for
spatial density effects through various mobility, propagation and collision rules. In particular, for specific individuals,
whose trajectories and potential contacts are known, one can predict or retrace past infection paths. This forms the basis
of contact tracing methods.
A different and, we believe, more fundamental way to model the problem, is to follow a chemical reaction engineering
approach, in which one can cast contagion spreading in terms of corresponding transport and reaction models. This
approach relies on the following analogies: populations map into chemical species; densities (specifically, areal
densities) into molecular concentrations; infection rates into chemical reaction rates (where mass action kinetics apply);
and spatial transport into advective and diffusive (or dispersive) fluxes. Then, one can express the relevant population
(species) balances using a partial differential equation description. It is the objective of this paper to create such a
methodology for the description of the spread of an epidemic in general, with application to COVID-19, in particular.
The work presented parallels related previous continuum models [6] but differs in a number of aspects to be explicitly
discussed below.
A key, fundamental underlying assumption is that we can homogenize population distributions by defining continuum
variables in terms of their areal averages. This allows one to postulate continuum conservation laws in terms of their
rate of change, transport and reaction. We recognize the limitations in this analogy between transport and interaction of
human populations on the one hand and molecular transport and reaction on the other. Given the relatively sparse areal
densities of human populations, compared to molecular densities, the law of large numbers may in fact not be in effect,
in order to obtain well-defined averages (homogenization) [7], in which case the corresponding distributions might be
akin to rarefied gas dynamics [8]. In addition, human movement is often influenced by behavioral drivers, rather than
random walks, and it is possible that, e.g. a diffusion or dispersion process would require a description different than
Brownian motion. These alternatives will be pointed out where appropriate. Despite such limitations, however, we
believe that the analogy pursued here is useful and instructive, as it allows one to obtain important new insights on
fundamental spatial aspects of the problem.
The commonly used SIR model arises from our formulation by integrating the relevant partial differential equations
over specific control areas (e.g. a building, a manufacturing plant, a school, a city, a state, a country, etc.), namely by
considering a “batch reactor” model, where one assumes perfect mixing [9]. We examine its validity. Infection rates,
depending crucially on spatial (areal) density, lead to spatial non-uniformities, while transport leads to infection waves.
Both impact the stationary assumption of the SIR models. More importantly, we find that the key variable R0 is not
constant during the process, contrary to the common assumption. Instead, it is found to depend on the areal spatial
density and to decrease as a function of the extent of the contagion. We consider the solution of spatially-dependent
problems by including diffusion in both 1-D (rectilinear or radial) and in 2-D geometries. We discuss the asymptotic
emergence of traveling infection waves, the speed and shape of which are found to be independent of geometry, and
also correspond to a slightly smaller effective value of R0, than for the case of the batch SIR model.
The paper is organized as follows: We first proceed with constructing an equivalent chemical reaction and transport
process. After recasting all conservation equations in dimensionless form, we derive the associated key parameter R0.
Then, we consider the solution of a number of specific problems, from a “batch reactor” model (the SIR equivalent), to
the propagation of infection in time and space (including both 1-D and 2-D domains). Infection waves are found to
depend only on R0, or its effective equivalent, and for batch or 1-D processes, to be independent of initial conditions.
This lack of influence of initial conditions on the shape of the infection curve (in space and/or in time) is notable, as it
signals universal scaling properties, a property implicitly assumed in many SIR-type models.
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2 Formulation
Consider the conservation of mass of the three quantities of interest, susceptible, infected, and recovered (including
perished), and associate to them three equivalent “chemical species”. The corresponding mass balances read
∂Ni
∂T
+∇ · (qNi) = −∇ · (Di) + ri, i = I, S,R. (1)
where Ni is population density (number/area), qi (if any) is an advective velocity vector, Di is the diffusive (or
dispersive) flux, and ri is the net reaction rate of species i, and converts populations into one another due to infection
and recovery, respectively. The advective velocity qi denotes a transport or mobility term. While we allow in (1) the
three velocities to be different, in the remainder we will take qi = q for all populations. This common velocity is
assumed independent of Ni or its gradients, although it can be a function of space and/or time. But we also note in
advance, that in the remainder we will not explicitly examine any effects of advection, included here only for the sake
of completeness.
Next, define
NS +NI +NR = ρ, (2)
and
DS +DI +DR = D (3)
where ρ is the total population density (total number/area) and D is the total diffusive (or dispersive flux), to obtain
∂ρ
∂T
+∇ · (qρ) = −∇ · (D) (4)
as the equation governing the evolution of total density.
2.1 Diffusion
How to represent the diffusive (or dispersive) fluxes requires some discussion. For a typical Fick’s law type of diffusion
[10], one may take
Di = −D∇Ni, (5)
where we defined a constant diffusion (or dispersion) coefficient D, and assumed that all species are indistinguishable
as far as their physical properties is concerned. Then, Equation (4) becomes
∂ρ
∂T
+∇ · (qρ) = ∇ · (D∇ρ) (6)
suggesting that the total population density ρ, in addition to being advected, also diffuses in the direction of a negative
spatial gradient. While possible and perhaps even likely in human dynamics, the suggestion that the overall density may
diffuse, is contrary to the common continuity equation for fluids, e.g. incompressible fluids [11]. If we consider an
alternative approach and take instead
Di = −Dρ∇(Ni/ρ), (7)
the more familiar form emerges
∂ρ
∂T
+∇ · (qρ) = 0 (8)
Diffusive fluxes of the type (7) do in fact arise in random walks on non-uniform lattices, in the limit when the lattice
becomes continuous [12, 13]. While either (5-6) or (7-8) can be taken to describe diffusive transport, in the examples
below we will only assume the more familiar continuity equation versions (7) and (8). This has the additional advantage
that in the absence of advection, the total density is time-independent and a stationary function of space, which is useful
for the solution of many problems of interest, as the equations now become decoupled.
It must be also noted that diffusion or dispersion can occur by different than a Brownian motion type random walk,
e.g. by Levy flights (where the distribution of diffusion steps has a heavy tail, thus allowing for occasional, although
rare, large steps) [14]. Modeling such motions can be handled by an integro-differential equation description through
fractional derivatives [15, 16]. While worth considering, such an approach will not be pursued here.
3
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Diffusion coefficients can be estimated by considering the ratio of the square of the average radius of a random walk
over an associated time interval. For instance, for an office type environment where random walks may have a mean
radius of 10m, over an 8−hr period, one obtains D ≈ 10−2m2/s, which is about three orders of magnitude larger than
that for molecular diffusion in gases. A different approach to evaluate dispersion at much larger scales is by inference
from the spatial spread of the epidemic. As we describe later, diffusion leads to infection waves, whose propagation
speed depends on the assumed diffusion coefficient. Values of the order of D ≈ 103m2/s or higher are derived in order
to match the observed propagation velocities. Clearly, these very large values reflect an aggregate mix of transport
activities (including advection), here expressed only through a diffusion mechanism, which, therefore must be viewed
only as an approximation.
2.2 Reaction Rates
Consider, next, contagion rates. Following our chemical reaction analogy, we postulate the following two chemical
reactions
S + I → 2I (9)
I → R (10)
that convert the three species to one-another. The stoichiometric coefficient 2 in the RHS of (9) indicates that one
member of infected species I is produced as a result of its interaction with one member of susceptible species S. In
turn, species I , consumed in reaction (10), leads to species R, produced in one-to-one stoichiometry. Both reactions are
irreversible.
Applying mass action kinetics [17] in the reactions (9) and (10) provides expressions for the reaction rates in terms of
the respective concentrations or densities
rS = −KNSNI , rI = KNSNI − ΛNI , rR = ΛNI , (11)
where we introduced the reaction rate constants K and Λ. Equations (11) are the same as those for the SIR model,
except that here the rates are correctly expressed in terms of areal densities, rather than in terms of the total populations,
which is inaccurately assumed in the typical models.
We hasten to note that for a more fine-grained model, the reaction rates would also depend on additional demographics
and/or health conditions of the individual species. Such fine-graining is possible by further partitioning the populations
into subgroups [18]. The corresponding description would then be in terms of an equivalent “multicomponent mixture”
[19], where equations (1) are recast in terms of a larger species vector, with reactions (9)-(10) extended appropriately,
possibly involving a product of a reaction matrix with the species vector. For simplicity, this generalization will not be
further considered here.
Relevant to linear (“first-order”) reactions, Λ has dimensions of inverse time, a typical value being 1/14 days−1
[6, 20, 21]. The kinetic parameter expresses the rate at which infected individuals recover (or die), on average, and is
intrinsic to the infected fraction. This is not the case for non-linear (e.g. “second-order”) reactions, like those involved in
the rate of generation of new infections (reaction (9)). As reflected in the kinetic parameter K, which has dimensions of
inverse (time × (number/area)), the infection kinetics will depend on the duration, method and type of human-to-human
contact, the protective gear (PPE) of susceptible and infected individuals, various biological and physiological variables,
the ambient environmental conditions (room air conditioning), spatial distancing and other parameters. The most
controllable among these factors are the frequency and degree of of encounters (collisions) between individuals, as well
as the intensity of interaction.
Possible approaches to estimating K include kinetic theory models (e.g. similar to Maxwell-Boltzmann models, where
the kinetic parameter is inversely proportional to the molecular mean free path (average length between collisions),
itself inversely proportional to density [22]). At least in some domain, K should be increasing with spatial density,
something ignored in previous SIR models. Directly applying Maxwell-Boltzmann-type kinetic theories, however, is
not possible in the present context and must be refined: Human encounters are not elastic collisions, and typically last
over finite time intervals. More importantly, effects of spatial distancing, a recognized key to the kinetics of contagion,
must be captured in any model. Indeed, it is by now widely accepted that infection rates are negligible for densities
below a limiting value (corresponding to a separation of 2m or 6ft, as also supported by fluid mechanical models of
droplet propagation, and recommended in health policy guidelines [23, 24, 25]).
We incorporate such aspects by postulating the following dependence
K(ρ) =
{
0, ρ < ρ0
K0F (
ρ−ρ0
ρ1−ρ0 ), ρ ≥ ρ0
(12)
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where F (x) is an increasing function of x, F (0) = 0, F (1) ≈ 1. The value ρ0 ≈ 0.1m−2 represents the density below
which the reaction rate is negligible, while the upper limit ρ1 ≈ 1m−2 corresponds to the maximum “packing” density.
In (12) we have separated spatial distancing effects, included through ρ, from factors, such as biological, environmental,
facial covering, etc., which enter through K0 only (with K0 decreasing substantially as facial covering is applied).
Equation (12) captures both spatial distancing and biological and environmental effects. Upon more careful inspection,
however, we realize that the density dependence must be further modified to not include the recovered fraction
component, since that fraction does not affect contagion (assuming immunity in all recovered individuals). Therefore,
we must modify the way density enters in (12) by replacing it with ρ(1− r) (where we defined r = Rρ , see also below).
The new expression (replacing K(ρ) with K(ρ(1− r))) reads
K = K(ρ, r) =
{
0, ρ(1− r) < ρ0
K0F (
(1−r)ρ−ρ0
ρ1−ρ0 ), ρ(1− r) ≥ ρ0
(13)
When the rate of infection is relatively low (and r  1), the correction is negligible. For strong infection rates, on the
other hand, it can be quite significant, as will be demonstrated later in the paper.
Some additional remarks are pertinent: The above assume that an infected individual can infect a susceptible one at
the same constant rate. This is true either for asymptomatic, infected individuals, or for those who do not exhibit
symptoms until a few days following infection. It is not true, however, when infected individuals are isolated.
Nonetheless, the previous formalism still applies: Assume that the infected species NI is further subdivided into one
category containing asymptomatic individuals (denoted by A, with corresponding density NA) and another containing
quarantined individuals (denoted by Q, with corresponding density NQ). The associated infection reaction rate is now
KNSNA. Based further on the reasonable assumption that the percentage of those infected, but are asymptomatic
or with mild symptoms, is a fixed fraction (e.g. a) of the total fraction of the infected, the infection rate becomes
KaNSNI . This is of the same dependence as before, hence the previous holds, except that the kinetic constant is now
modified by parameter a. The same reasoning (with an additional parameter included) holds when infected individuals
are contagious, but not identified as such, until sometime after infection. On the other hand, our approach cannot as
easily account for correlations between infected and susceptible individuals, for example when susceptible individuals
have increased contact, hence higher probability of infection, with specific infected individuals related to them, e.g. by
family, work or other proximity relations.
A final remark relates to the practice of reporting area-wide averages (e.g. for states or countries). Given that almost all
areas will never on average reach the minimum density required for infection (e.g. 0.1m−2), area-wide averages over
substantially heterogeneous density distributions are not very informative. Rather, distinguishing high-density areas
(e.g. urban places, stadiums, schools, retirement homes, etc.) from low-density ones (e.g. farms, rural) is essential, with
the reporting of much more fine-grained area statistics being much more informative. Connecting the transmission of
infection between areas of different density is possible using the present formalism, which includes spatial transport
and/or diffusion, and where K is space-dependent, as further discussed below.
2.3 Dimensionless formulation
We next proceed with a dimensionless notation. Denote dimensionless variables by lower case symbols and normalize
species densities by ρ, time by 1/Λ, space by a characteristic external length scale l, K by K0, and velocities by a
characteristic velocity q. Using equation (7) for diffusion we obtain
∂s
∂t
+Da∇ · (vs)− C∇(ln ρ) · ∇s = ∇ · (C∇s)−R0(ρ, r)si (14)
∂i
∂t
+Da∇ · (vi)− C∇(ln ρ) · ∇i = ∇ · (C∇s) +R0(ρ, r)si− i (15)
∂r
∂t
+Da∇ · (vr)− C∇(ln ρ) · ∇r = ∇ · (C∇r) + i (16)
∂ρ
∂t
+Da∇ · (vρ) = 0 (17)
Here, we defined the dimensionless Damkohler number Da = qlΛ , the dimensionless diffusion number C =
D
Λl2 = φ
−2,
and the rescaled velocity v. Note that in the chemical reaction engineering literature, φ is known as the Thiele modulus
[9]. From the dimensionless formulation arises a most important parameter, and one most commonly associated with
the SIR model, namely
R0(ρ, r) =
K0ρ
Λ
κ(ρ, r) (18)
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where
κ(ρ, r) =
{
0, (1− r)ρ < ρ0
F ( (1−r)ρ−ρ0ρ1−ρ0 ), (1− r)ρ ≥ ρ0
(19)
Equation (18) shows that R0(ρ, r) is not constant, as typically assumed, but also depends both on the areal density
and on the extent of the process r. For example, the ratio of the final value R0(ρ, r∞) to its initial R0(ρ, 0) can be
approximated (assuming a linear function for F ) by
R0(ρ, r∞)
R0(ρ, 0)
=
(1− r∞)ρ− ρ0
ρ− ρ0 ≈ 1− r∞ (20)
assuming ρ0/ρ 1. For consistency, in the remainder, we will express the R0 dependence of various solutions to the
problem, e.g. r∞, through its value at the onset of the process, R0(ρ, 0). The finding that R0(ρ, r) is not constant is
consistent with spatial distancing health policy guidelines. To our knowledge this property has not been noted before,
even though it has important implications to the prediction of infection results, as shown below.
For completeness, we also remark that had we used the different version for diffusion (5), instead, then equations (16),
(15) and (16) would still remain in effect, subject to multiplying by a factor of 2 the third term on the LHS of each
equation.
3 Applications
Consider, now, the application of the previous formulation to special cases, starting first with the zero-dimensional
(“batch reactor”) perfect-mixing problem.
3.1 Perfect Mixing: The SIR Model
Assume a “batch reactor” (closed model, with no input or output) and conditions of perfect mixing, in which all spatial
densities only depend on time. By integrating the differential equations (14)-(16) and using (˙) to denote time derivatives,
we obtain the following system of ordinary differential equations
s˙(t) = −R0(ρ, r)si (21)
i˙(t) = R0(ρ, r)si− i (22)
r˙(t) = i (23)
subject to the closure
s+ i+ r = 1 (24)
and the initial conditions
i(0) = i0, s(0) ≡ s0 = 1− i0, r(0) = 0. (25)
Even though the overall density is time-independent, in such an SIR-like model, spatial effects enter through the effect
of the extent of contagion on R0 (equations (21), (22)).
Equations (21)-(23) produce non-trivial results when an initial, even infinitesimally small, seed of infected individuals
(i0) is present. An analytical solution is possible. Substitute (23) into (21) and integrate to give:
s = s0 exp(−
∫ r
0
R0(ρ, r
′)dr′) (26)
thus,
i = 1− r − s0 exp(−
∫ r
0
R0(ρ, r
′)dr′) (27)
Further substitution into (23) gives
r˙(t) = 1− r − s0 exp(−
∫ r
0
R0(ρ, r
′)dr′) (28)
which can be integrated to the final solution
t =
∫ r
0
du
1− u− s0 exp(−
∫ u
0
R0(ρ, r′)dr′)
. (29)
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We remark, in passing, that by expanding the exponential in (28) in a Taylor series, assuming constant R0 and keeping
the first three terms in the expansion, leads to a Riccati equation
r˙(t) = 1− r(1− s0R0(ρ, 0))− s0R0(ρ, 0)
2
2
r2 (30)
accurate for small R0. Such a model has been used as another alternative to the SIR description [26, 27, 28].
3.1.1 Infection Curves, Herd Immunity and Effective R0
Results from the solution of the above equations are shown in Figure 1. We first remark that from Equation (22),
R0(ρ, 0) = 1 is the boundary demarcating two regions, where an initial infection either decays (R0(ρ, 0) < 1) or
grows (R0(ρ, 0) > 1). We will focus on the latter case (R0(ρ, 0) > 1). Plotted in Figure 1 is the time variation of the
three different populations for R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5, as well as of the curves obtained under the SIR assumption of constant
R0 (taken throughout the process to be equal to R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5). The infection curves are of a similar shape, but
significantly larger when the constant R0 value is used.
Figure 1: Variation of susceptible (s), infected (i) and recovered (r) fractions as a function of non-dimensional time
for the case when R0 varies following equation (19) (solid lines) with R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5, and for the case of a constant
value of R0 = R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5 (dashed lines), which is the SIR assumption. Note the substantial difference between the
results obtained. The initial infected fraction is i(0) = 10−5.
Of importance is the concept of herd immunity, denoted here by h = r∞, and defined as the asymptotic value of the
recovered individuals, r∞. The latter is the solution of the equation
1− r∞ − s0 exp(−
∫ r∞
0
R0(ρ, r
′)dr′) = 0. (31)
Results are shown in Figure 2. We note that h is an increasing function of R0(ρ, 0) (with h → i0 as R0(ρ, 0) → 0).
Also plotted in the same figure is the herd immunity calculated under the SIR assumption of a constant R0 = R0(ρ, 0).
The corresponding values are significantly higher, even for relatively mild rates of infection. An effective constant R0
can be defined using the following average
R0 ≡
∫ r∞
0
R0(ρ, r
′)dr′
r∞
(32)
to relate an effective constant R0 to R0(ρ, 0). This relationship can be also inferred from Figure 2, which for example
shows that to a constant value of R0 = 2.5 corresponds a twice as large value of R0(ρ, 0) = 4.5. Plotted in Figure 2 is
also the maximum in the infected fraction, imax, which is an increasing function of R0(ρ, 0), as expected.
A related quantity is the length of the epidemic, here approximated by
t∞ =
∫ re
0
du
1− u− s0 exp(−
∫ u
0
R0(ρ, r′)dr′)
. (33)
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where re = 0.99r∞, and r∞ is the solution of (31). Results are shown in Figure 2. The dependence of t∞ on R0(ρ, 0)
is monotonically decreasing, with smaller values ofR0(ρ, 0) (and lower infection levels) resulting into a longer duration,
as long as 30 in dimensionless time (corresponding roughly to 15 months) or longer. A more typical duration, but with
higher infection rates, is about 12 dimensionless time units (6 months). The fact that the epidemic is higher at smaller
values of R0 is counter-intuitive, and calls for the need to educate the public that epidemics on the border of being
under control will last longer.
Figure 2: Variation of herd immunity (r∞), maximum infection fraction (imax) and the duration of a pandemic (t∞) as
a function of R0(ρ, 0). Plotted also is the herd immunity (rc,∞) calculated assuming a constant R0. The initial infection
fraction is i(0) = 0.001.
Of relevance is the stability of the asymptotic state. Consider a small resurgence of infections after an asymptotic state
is reached. As long as condition R0(ρ, r∞)(1− r∞) < 1 is satisfied (which is always the case), such fluctuations will
decay exponentially fast, as shown in equation (22) demonstrating that the final state is asymptotically stable. Such
will not be the case, however, when the fluctuation is instead in R0(ρ, r∞), e.g. when a new value, e.g. R′0, such that
R′0(1− r∞) > 1, sets in. For example, this could be the result of relaxations to spatial distancing, and of abandoning
due caution, after the asymptotic state is reached. Then, there will be an eruption of new cases, resulting into a new
spreading of infections (a “second wave”), which will in turn reach a new asymptotic state, and a correspondingly new,
higher herd immunity. Figure 3 demonstrates the development of such a second wave. The figure shows three different
regimes: An initial one with R0(ρ, 0) = 3 for which infection grows; a second regime following the imposition of
restrictions at t = 1 (which leads to R0 = 0.8), and which results in the "flattening of the curve" with a corresponding
herd immunity of 0.3; and a regime in which relaxation of restrictions at t = 10 and a return to a higher R0(ρ, 0) = 3,
leads to a second wave. The new epidemic lasts at least as long as the first one, and contributes to substantial new
infections (almost double the initial). This lack of structural stability of the asymptotic state is derives from the fact that
the infection reaction (9) is autocatalytic, and leads, at least initially, to exponential rises. It illustrates the importance of
closely adhering to a consistent, and as low as possible, value of R0, for a desired herd immunity to be sustained.
3.1.2 Universal Scaling
The autocatalytic nature of reaction (9) raises the additional question as to whether or not the infection curves depend
on parameters other than R0. Consider, first, the impact of the initial condition i0. Figure 4 is a plot of the infection
curve for different values of the initial condition for R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5. For the typical values considered, we observe that
a decrease in the initial condition fraction leads to a shift in the infection curve i(t) to the right, but otherwise produces
shapes that remain invariant. The shift is approximately 2 non-dimensional time units for each decrease in the initial
condition by a factor of 10.
To explain these findings we consider the early-time solution of equation (22). At small times we obtain
i(t) ≈ io exp((R0(ρ, 0)− 1)t) = exp((R0(ρ, 0)− 1)(t− t0)), (34)
8
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Figure 3: Variation of susceptible (s), infected (i) and recovered (r) fractions as a function of non-dimensional time
with R0(ρ, 0) = 3, t ∈ (0, 1), R0(ρ, 0) = 0.8, t ∈ (1, 10), R0(ρ, 0) = 3, t ∈ (10, 30). The initial infected fraction is
i(0) = 0.01.
where t0 = − log(i0) ln(10)R0(ρ,0)−1 ≈ −2.3
log(i0)
R0(ρ,0)−1 . This confirms the existence of a time shift t0 of the same magnitude as in
the figure, consistent with the simulations. For the same reasons, the maximum infection fraction imax is independent
of the initial condition i0, assuming that the latter remains relatively small. The invariance in the shape of the infection
curve and the fact that a decrease in the number of initial infections only acts to delay the onset of infection, are
significant from a health policy perspective: containing the initial number of infections helps to provide a non-trivial
cushion of time to contain the infection and educate the public to modify behavior by lowering R0, thus ultimately
mitigating the intensity of the incoming infection. Absent such preparation or behavior modification, will negate any
beneficial effect of the lower number of initial infections: A corresponding contagion wave will emerge, ultimately
dependent only on R0.
Figure 4: Variation of infected (i) fraction as a function of non-dimensional time for different values of the initial
infected fraction i0 and R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5.
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3.1.3 Imported Infection
The same conclusions apply for “imported infection”. With this term, we refer to the case where a control area (e.g. a
country), originally without any infected individuals, receives a constant influx of infected and susceptible individuals
over a finite (and small, reflecting a prompt public authority response) time interval τ , following which such influx is
stopped (e.g. via a “flight ban”). By integrating equation (15) over spatial dimensions and assuming perfect mixing we
find to leading order
i˙(t) = (R0(ρ, 0)− 1)t+ ji (35)
valid for 0 < t < τ . Here, we denoted the influx rate by ji and also assumed that the corresponding changes in density
are negligible, as long as τ is small. Solving equation (35) subject to the initial condition i(0) = 0, we obtain, to
leading-order (small τ )
i = jit+ · · · (36)
It follows that as long as R0(ρ, 0)τ  ji, the impact of “imported infections” is simply to nucleate the process,
essentially providing the equivalent initial condition, i(0) = i0 = jiτ , and the problem reverts to the previous. We
conclude that the net impact of a ban is to provide additional time (e.g. a month) for the necessary public health
measures to be implemented and to possibly lead to as small a value of R0(ρ, 0) as possible, thereby limiting the spread
of the inevitable infection. In the absence of additional such prophylactic measures, a ban can only serve to delay the
onset of contagion.
3.2 Fluctuations
The batch (SIR-like) model rests on the assumption that all profiles are spatially uniform. We explore the validity of
this assumption in the presence of fluctuations or other non-uniformities, by considering the solution of a typical 1-D
problem. We take
∂s
∂t
− C ∂ ln ρ
∂x
∂s
∂x
= C
∂2s
∂x2
−R0(ρ, r)si (37)
∂i
∂t
− C ∂ ln ρ
∂x
∂i
∂x
= C
∂2i
∂x2
+R0(ρ, r)si− i (38)
∂ρ
∂t
= 0 (39)
subject to no-flux conditions at the two ends, ∂s∂x =
∂i
∂x =
∂ρ
∂x = 0, at x = {0, 1}. We consider the case where the initial
fluctuations are variable, but the density is uniform,
i(x, 0) = i0(1 + g(x)), s(x, 0) = 1− i(x, 0), ρ(x, t) = ρm, (40)
or where the non-uniformity is in the density profile only
i(x, 0) = i0, s(x, 0) = 1− i(x, 0), ρ(x, t) = ρm(1 + g(x)), (41)
where   1. Expecting that diffusion (C > 0) will help to smooth spatial non-uniformities, we will focus in this
section on the solution in the absence of diffusion (C = 0). Thus, any effects to arise will correspond to the spatial
averaging of an ensemble of batch problems.
3.2.1 Stability
When C = 0 the relevant equations revert to (21)-(23). Consider a small perturbation expansion and denote means by
superscript bar and fluctuations by superscript prime to obtain
∂s¯
∂t
= −R0(ρm)(s¯¯i+ s′i′) (42)
∂i¯
∂t
= +R0(ρm)(s¯¯i+ s′i′)− i¯ (43)
where we ignored the effect of the fluctuations on R0. By further taking the representation s′ = i0σ(t)g(x) and
s′ = i0η(t)g(x), the fluctuations to leading order satisfy
dσ
dt
= −R0(ρm)(s¯η + i¯σ) (44)
dη
dt
= +R0(ρm)(s¯η + i¯σ)− η (45)
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with corresponding initial conditions σ(0) = −1 and η(0) = 1.
We first note that fluctuations contribute to the rate expression, Equations (42)-(43), through the mean of the product
s′i′. This is negative and proportional to the square of the amplitude of the fluctuations (i0g(x))2. A first conclusion,
therefore, is that fluctuations lower the effective rate of the infection reaction (although only to order 2 assuming that
the fluctuations remain bounded). Adding diffusion will further reduce any such impact.
To determine whether or not the fluctuations are bounded, we must find the eigenvalues ω of the matrix of the linear
system (44)-(45), namely the solutions of
ω2 + (R0(ρm)¯i−R0(ρm)s¯+ 1) +R0(ρm)¯i = 0. (46)
The equation has two negative eigenvalues as long as
R0(ρm)¯i−R0(ρm)s¯+ 1 > 0. (47)
Equations (21)-(23) show that for some time before the infection fraction i reaches its maximum, and always after that
time, condition (47) is indeed valid. We conclude that the fluctuations will remain bounded, if not altogether decay,
hence they have little effect on the average behavior. This finding is demonstrated in Figure 5, where we plot ensemble
average responses. The curves obtained are practically the same either in the presence or the absence of fluctuations.
Figure 5: Variation of the ensemble average of the infected (i) fraction as a function of non-dimensional time for
R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5. The initial condition is equation (40) with i0 = 0.05, g(x) = sin(x), and  = 0.04.
3.2.2 Spatial Heterogeneity
Results are quite different when the spatial heterogeneity is larger, however. Here, the interpretation of the composite
average must be done with a careful understanding of the underlying heterogeneities.
Consider, first, two regions with the same density, but with different initial conditions that differ by an order of
magnitude (e.g. i1 = 10−4 and i2 = 10−3)
i(x, 0) = i1H(ξ − x) + i2H(x− ξ) (48)
where 0 < ξ < 1 and H is the Heaviside step function. From the previous analysis we expect that the region with
higher initial infections will respond faster, the other response trailing by a time lag (e.g. see Figure 4 and Equation
(34)). Accordingly, the composite behavior will be controlled initially by the region with the larger number of initial
infections, but at later times by the second region. Figure 6 shows that this is indeed the case.
More interesting, perhaps, is the case where the area of interest consists again of two regions, e.g. "urban" in the interval
0 < x < ξ and "suburban" in the interval ξ < x < 1 We are interested in the infection curve, under the conditions of
a “commute” between the two regions: During the day, and for a certain time interval of duration λ (expressed as a
11
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Figure 6: Variation of the infected (i) fraction as a function of non-dimensional time for the two different regions with
different initial infections and the composite curve (R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5).
fraction of the 24-hr period), the density in the urban region, ρu, is high, and in the suburban region it is negligible;
while during the remaining part of the day and at night, the density in the urban region is zero, and in the suburban is ρs.
These two densities are related by a conservation equation ρs = ρu ξ1−ξ . This setting is intended to model the commute
between two regions (“home” and “work”, or “home” and “school”) where we expect significantly different R0 values.
By further taking ξ  1, we will simply assume R0 = 0 for conditions at “home”.
This problem can be solved based on the detailed transport and reaction equations derived earlier, that include advection
and diffusion. A simpler alternative, on the other hand, is to represent the problem as two "batch reactors", whose
R0 values oscillate between the two values, R0,w(ρ, r) and 0, when the population is at “work” (or “school”) or at
“home”, respectively. The results of this hypothetical “commute”, for an 8-hr work period (λ = 1/3), are shown in
Figure 7. Superimposed are also the results corresponding to the value of the "work" parameter R0,w(ρ, r) applied
everywhere (equivalently, by taking λ = 1). As expected, while commuting leads to a much lower effective value
R0,eff (ρ, 0) = 1.67, it does not suppress infection, for this example. As long as R0,eff (ρ, 0) > 1 infection will occur,
although by reducing exposure (decreasing λ) the effect on decreasing the resulting effective rates is non-trivial. Indeed,
we have found (not shown here for the sake of brevity) that for all value of λ examined, the corresponding effective
is roughly equal to the arithmetic mean, R0,eff (ρ, 0) ≈ λR0,w. This finding suggests that there is a critical exposure
value λcrit = 1R0,w , below which contagion is suppressed. These findings are new, and must also be interpreted with
due caution, and subject to the assumptions made.
3.3 The Effect of Transport
The preceding sections dealt with applications in zero-dimensional space (batch reactors or their ensembles). In
problems that involve spatial dimensions, transport (via advection, diffusion or dispersion) plays two different roles:
One is stabilizing, reducing the effect of small spatial non-uniformities, as discussed above. The other is in the opposite
direction, however, and helps spread the infection spatially. This section will only consider mobility effects due to
diffusion.
For a constant diffusion coefficient, in the absence of advection (Dav = 0), the relevant equations become
∂s
∂t
− C∇(ln ρ) · ∇s = C∇2s−R0(ρ, r)si (49)
∂i
∂t
− C∇(ln ρ) · ∇i = C∇2i+R0(ρ, r)si− i (50)
∂r
∂t
− C∇(ln ρ) · ∇r = C∇2r + i (51)
We will first consider problems in one spatial dimension.
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Figure 7: The infection curves for the case of a commute between two regions of high and low values of R0
(R0,w(ρ, 0) = 5) and exposure frequency of λ = 1/3 (solid lines). Plotted also are the infection curves corresponding
to a uniform R0,w(ρ, 0) = 5 (equivalently to λ = 1) (dashed lines). The initial infection fraction is i(0) = 0.001.
3.3.1 1-D geometries
Assume 1-D rectilinear geometries, with spatially constant density. The initial infection conditions are non-zero in a
specified interval, −1 < x < 1, the rest of the domain being free of infections. We are interested in exploring how
diffusion leads to the spreading of the contagion from the infected region. Specifically, we will explore if traveling
waves develop at large times.
To this effect, we introduce moving coordinate ξ = x− V t, where V is the wave velocity. Assuming that a steady-state
is reached in these coordinates (denoted by tilde) we obtain,
−V ∂s˜
∂ξ
= C
∂2s˜
∂ξ2
−R0 s˜˜i (52)
−V ∂i˜
∂ξ
= C
∂2i˜
∂ξ2
+R0 s˜˜i− i˜ (53)
−V ∂r˜
∂ξ
= C
∂2r˜
∂ξ2
+ i˜ (54)
subject to no-flux conditions at the ends
∂s˜
∂ξ
=
∂i˜
∂ξ
=
∂r˜
∂ξ
= 0, at ξ = ±∞. (55)
We first observe that the invariance of (52)-(54) to the transformation ξ → −ξ, V → −V , suggests that there will be
two asymptotic waves, one moving to the right, with velocity V , and one to the left, with velocity −V . Let ξu and ξd be
two locations sufficiently upstream and and downstream, respectively, of the wave fronts. We then expect
r˜(ξu) = rV,∞, i˜(ξu) = 0, and r˜(ξd) = 0, i˜(ξd) = 0 (56)
where we have anticipated that rV,∞ might not be identical to the r∞ of the batch reactor result (equation (31)).
The wave velocity can be determined by integrating (54) between ξu and ξd,
V =
1
rV,∞
∫ ξd
ξu
i˜dξ. (57)
and, equivalently,
V =
1
rV,∞
∫ ∞
−∞
i˜dξ. (58)
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We find, therefore, that a wave solution exists, as long as the integral in (58) is non-zero, which is true if there is
a contagion. This contagion wave spreads, driven by diffusion, with a velocity that expresses the intensity of the
contagion.
3.3.2 Invariance
In the above, we can explicitly remove the C-dependence by introducing rescaled space coordinates and velocities,
ξ =
√
Cζ and V = W
√
C. The equations remain the same with C set as C = 1. Namely, the profiles, now, denoted by
superscript hat, satisfy
−W ∂sˆ
∂ζ
=
∂2sˆ
∂ζ2
−R0 sˆˆi (59)
−W ∂iˆ
∂ζ
=
∂2iˆ
∂ζ2
+R0 sˆˆi− iˆ (60)
−W ∂rˆ
∂ζ
=
∂2rˆ
∂ζ2
+ iˆ (61)
subject to no-flux conditions at the two ends. The velocity becomes
W =
1
rV,∞
∫ ζd
ζu
iˆdζ, (62)
in dimensional form,
V =
√
DΛ
rV,∞
∫ ζd
ζu
iˆdζ. (63)
and by extension
W =
1
rV,∞
∫ ∞
−∞
iˆdζ, (64)
V =
√
DΛ
rV,∞
∫ ∞
−∞
iˆdζ. (65)
We note that although the initially infected region x ∈ (a, b) transforms into ζ ∈ (aC−1/2, bC−1/2), thus containing
a C-dependence, the asymptotic traveling wave is independent of initial conditions, and hence of C. This result is
significant: it shows that the limit C → 0 is a singular one, which means that the batch reactor (SIR) problem is also
a singular limit. The question then becomes, how different are the resulting curves in the presence of diffusion, and
whether or not one can define an equivalent, effective, value of R0. These are explored below.
Numerical results of the solution of (49)-(51) are shown in Figure 8, for a problem in which the initial infection region
is near the left boundary, and R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5. We observe that the infection profile evolves as a function of time, and
reaches the asymptotic traveling wave after about t = 3. The wavelike nature of the solution is clear if one plots the
infected fraction in space-time coordinates (Figure 9), where a ridge with a constant slope is clearly seen.
Consider now, the answer to the question in how different are the infection profiles with diffusion included. Figure
10 shows the relevant wave profiles at a fixed value of x (taken at x = −30), calculated using the full system of
equations, with diffusion considered. Plotted also are the results of the batch reactor (SIR) problem, for the same value
of R0(ρ, 0). While the results are quite similar, diffusion does affect the shape of the curves obtained, leading to a
slightly smaller infection intensity, essentially corresponding to a slightly smaller effective R0(ρ, 0). Figure 11 is a plot
of the asymptotic value r∞ and of the maximum in infections imax as a function of R0(ρ, 0) for the respective two
cases. We find that diffusion acts to moderate somewhat the contagion intensity.
We conclude that the two solutions, corresponding to the contagion wave (equations (49)-(50)), now denoted by iD(t).
and to the batch (SIR) problem (equations (21)-(22), now denoted by iB(t)), are approximately equal, although not
identical
i(x, t)→ i(x− V t) ≡ iˆ(ζ) ≡ iD(const− x
V
+ t) ≈ iB(const− x
V
+ t) (66)
Note that the constant in (66) can absorbed in x/V .
The variation of the dimensionless velocity, equation (64) with R0(ρ, 0) is shown in Figure 12. As expected it increases
with R0(ρ, 0), varying roughly in a linear fashion at relatively large values of the latter. We conclude that diffusion is
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Figure 8: Infected and susceptible density fraction profiles at different values of time (R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5).
fundamental to the spreading of the contagion, the rate of spreading increasing with the square root of the diffusion
coefficient and with the value ofR0(ρ, 0). It also affects, although only mildly, the overall infection profiles, by lowering
their intensity. Restricting mobility, here represented by D, confirms a most important policy effect for containing
infection. The finding that diffusion also affects somewhat the effective value ofR0(ρ, 0), is a result intuitively expected,
but not previously identified. And the fact that the limit of small diffusion is a singular one calls for some caution on the
interpretation of any batch problem results.
The wavelike spread of infections predicted by the model has been observed in several pandemics. In this context it is
interesting to compare the spread of the 1347-1350 black death (pneumonic plague) in Europe and that of the 2009
pandemic influenza in the US. While there is significant debate regarding the effective R0 value for these pandemics,
it is generally accepted that they are in the range of R0 ≈ 1.5− 2.5 [6, 29]. Further, for both diseases the infectious
period is around two weeks, and therefore Λ ≈ 1/14 days−1. To predict the wave speed, we need an estimate of the
respective diffusion coefficients. It is to be expected that in the medieval times, the diffusion of humans, therefore of
infection, was much smaller. In [6, 30] this was determined by how quickly information was disseminated (in that
case by word of mouth), resulting into a diffusivity estimate of about 27miles2/day. Using the obtained estimate in
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Figure 9: Infected density fraction as a function of space and time coordinates (R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5).
Figure 10: Variation of susceptible (s), infected (i) and recovered (r) fractions (steady state) as a function of non-
dimensional time with diffusion included (solid lines) and for the batch reactor (SIR) problem (dashed lines) for the
same value of R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5. The initial infection fraction for the batch system is iB(0) = 0.001
our estimate for the speed of the contagion (see Figure 12) we arrive at a speed of 2.7 miles/day for the black death
pandemic, which is in the ball-park of the actual observed speed of around 1 mile/day [31].
For the 2009 influenza pandemic, we can make a similar back-of-the-envelope calculation. Since children play an
important role in the spread of influenza, we derive this estimate based on their activities. We assume that a typical child
will see 30 other children in school and playgrounds during a typical day. Further, they will travel an average of 10
miles to get to these places. In a coarse analogy to an ideal gas this gives a mean-free path of 10 miles and a frequency
of collision of 30 days−1, and therefore a diffusivity of around 3, 000miles2/day. Using these parameters in our
estimate of the speed of the contagion wave, we arrive at a speed of 29 miles/day for the 2009 influenza pandemic.
This is also in the ball-park of the observed wave speed of around 23 miles/day for the 2009 influenza pandemic [20].
The higher diffusion coefficient for the 2009 influenza pandemic leads to a significantly faster wave speed.
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Figure 11: Variation of herd immunity (r∞) and maximum infection fraction (imax) as a function of R0(ρ, 0) for the
two cases of a batch system (dashed lines) and when diffusion is included (solid lines). The initial infection fraction for
the batch system is iB(0) = 0.001.
Figure 12: Variation of non-dimensional wave speed in a one-dimensional problem as a function of R0(ρ, 0).
For completeness, we simulated the “collision” of two waves, one moving from the left and the other from the right.
Figure 13 shows how the two waves amplify as they interact, then ultimately decay as infection has spread fully and the
population reaches conditions of herd immunity at the corresponding value of R0. This wave interaction is different, for
a number of reasons, from what is observed in other wave problems (e.g. solitary waves, and where for example, the
wave velocities increase with the wave amplitude [32]). In the present context, the wave amplitude, e.g. imax cannot
exceed the value of 1.
We conclude this section by considering effects of heterogeneity in this 1-D rectilinear geometry. Figures 14 and 15
show results when an infection wave enters a region with a lower value of R0(ρ, 0), e.g. one of lower spatial density,
from a region of a higher value of R0(ρ, 0), e.g. one of higher spatial density. For example, such could be the case of
contagion spreading from an urban to a rural area. In the figure this occurs at x = −25. As it enters the low-density
region the wave decelerates, with the magnitude of infected fraction decreasing. The slowing of the wave is indicated
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Figure 13: Infected and susceptible density fraction profiles at different values of time for two waves propagating
towards the center of the domain (R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5).
by the increase of the slope in the x− t domain. Conversely, at x = 25, when the wave now enters a region of higher
R0(ρ, 0), it accelerates to a larger velocity, the intensity of the infected fraction correspondingly increasing.
3.3.3 Radial Geometries
The results of the 1-D rectilinear geometry also apply almost identically to radial geometries. Now, equations (49)-(50)
become
∂s
∂t
=
C
µ
∂
∂µ
(µ
∂s
∂µ
)−R0(ρ, r)si (67)
∂i
∂t
=
C
µ
∂
∂µ
(µ
∂i
∂µ
) +R0(ρ, r)si− i (68)
∂r
∂t
=
C
µ
∂
∂µ
(µ
∂r
∂µ
) + i (69)
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Figure 14: Infected and susceptible density fraction profiles at different values of time in a 1-D heterogeneous system.
For x ∈ (−80,−25) and x ∈ (25, 80), R0(ρ, 0) = 3, while for x ∈ (−25, 25), R0(ρ, 0) = 1.5.
where we denoted the radial coordinate with µ. We look for the solution of the problem when a region around the origin
(µ = 0) is initially infected. As in the rectilinear geometry case, we expect that the solution will evolve in terms of a
traveling wave, therefore, we consider a transformation to the moving coordinates ξ = µ− V t, and t′ = t. In these
coordinates, the equations become
∂s
∂t′
− V ∂s
∂ξ
= C
∂2s
∂ξ2
+
C
ξ + V t′
∂s
∂ξ
−R0(ρ, r)si (70)
∂i
∂t′
− V ∂i
∂ξ
= C
∂2i
∂ξ2
+
C
ξ + V t′
∂i
∂ξ
+R0(ρ, r)si− i (71)
∂r
∂t′
− V ∂r
∂ξ
= C
∂2r
∂ξ2
+
C
ξ + V t′
∂r
∂ξ
+ i (72)
We note that in the limit of large t′, equations (70)-(71) transform to the same equations as (52)-(53), with the first
term on the left and the second term on the right of the equations vanishing. Therefore, the same results hold for
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Figure 15: Infected density fraction as a function of space and time coordinates in a 1-D heterogeneous system: For
x ∈ (−80,−25) and x ∈ (25, 80), R0(ρ, 0) = 3, while for x ∈ (−25, 25), R0(ρ, 0) = 1.5.
radial geometries as those for the rectilinear problem. The simulations for the 1-D radial geometry, shown in Figure
16, confirm the theoretical findings. Interestingly, diffusion in the above reaction systems does not enter in the more
Figure 16: Infected density fraction as a function of radial (space) and time coordinates (R0(ρ, 0) = 2.5).
familiar form of a similarity variable η = µ√
t
, but rather in terms of a wave that propagates with a constant linear speed.
3.3.4 Effect of Heterogeneity in Two Dimensions
Consider, now infection propagation in a general, heterogeneous 2-D system. We are interested in understanding how
propagation occurs and whether or not one can use the asymptotic wave solutions obtained for the 1-D geometries. In
particular, we are interested in knowing if one can use a wave equation to describe the evolution of the contagion fronts.
To explore this question we consider three different geometries, two corresponding to a layered (stratified) system, and
one corresponding to a set of four quadrants.
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Layered System Consider propagation in a stratified layered system, the middle layer having a larger density value
(thus, a larger R0(ρ, 0)), compared to its two adjacent layers. Infection is initiated uniformly on the left boundary (see
Figure 17). As expected, an infection wave emerges in the middle layer, traveling with a velocity v1 corresponding
Figure 17: Infected density fraction (i) at t = 40 in a layered medium with an infection wave starting at x = 0. In the
outer layers R0(ρ, 0) = 2 while in the inner layer R0(ρ, 0) = 3.5. The spatial dimension of the domain is 150× 150.
to the high R0 value in that layer, and equal to the corresponding asymptotic 1-D wave velocity of 3.15 (see Figure
12) for R0(ρ, 0) = 3.5. A slower moving contagion front develops in the adjacent layers, with corresponding velocity
v2 equal to 1.96 which is the asymptotic value of the 1-D wave velocity corresponding to R0(ρ, 0) = 2. Because of
diffusion, however, transverse waves also emerge, emanating at the interface of the layers, propagating in the transverse
(y) direction. These waves manifest as a straight line, slanted with respect to the transverse direction, but moving
forward with speed v1.
If we set the origin of the coordinates at the intersection of the interface between the two layers and the initial infection
boundary), the straight line connecting the two fronts in the two layers is described by the following equation
F ≡ y(v1 − v2) + xa− v1at = 0 (73)
where the leading edge travels with the middle layer velocity v1, the trailing edge with the adjacent layer velocity v2,
and the tip of the connecting layer at y = y2(t) with velocity a, to be determined. Because the waves emanating from
the interface travel in the adjacent layers at fixed x with transverse velocity v2, equation (73) gives
v2(v1 − v2) = v1a (74)
therefore we find
a =
v2
v1
(v1 − v2) (75)
The slope of the straight line must then be
slope =
a
(v1 − v2) =
v2
v1
(76)
The simulations of (17) show that this is indeed the case.
More generally, if we define a front by F (x, t) = 0 where x is the space vector, its evolution satisfies
Ft(x, t) + v · ∇F = 0 (77)
Ft(x, t) + vn|∇F | = 0 (78)
where subscript t denotes time derivative, and vn is its component in the direction of ∇F . For rectilinear or radial
geometries, as well as in each of the two layers discussed, (78) reduces to a linear wave propagating at a constant
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velocity. However, for the straight line connecting the two waves, resulting from a sequence of waves emanating from
the layer interface, the relevant equation is (73), which leads to a normal velocity equal to
vn =
v2√
(1 +
v22
v21
)
(79)
The interdependence between the three velocities (leading front, v1, normal to the surface, v, and trailing front, v2) is to
be noted.
Four heterogeneous quadrants A different illustration of these effects is shown in Figure 18, where infection
initiates in the upper right corner of a rectangular domain with four different quadrants, each taken with a different
density (hence different values of R0(ρ, 0)). We have selected the two diagonally opposite quadrants (e.g. NE and SW)
to have relatively larger values of R0(ρ, 0) = 3.5, hence an asymptotic wave velocity of 3.15, while the other two (SE,
NW) to be of relatively smaller values of R0(ρ, 0) = 2, hence an asymptotic wave velocity of about 2. The infection
waves follow the expected pattern. Infection grows first radially in the NE quadrant with the asymptotic speed of 3.15
(upper right panel in Figure 18). When the SE and NW boundaries are encountered (lower right panel in Figure 18),
the waves slow down and start spreading in a radial manner as they enter the two quadrants at the slower speed of 2.
Subsequently, the infection wave enters the high density SW region, in which it starts spreading radially, now moving
with the higher velocity of 3.15 (lower left panel in Figure 18). Upon touching the boundaries with the NW and SE
regions, however, diffusion causes infection waves to start emanating from the higher to the lower density regions,
resulting into a straight line segment, similar to that for the layered system, connecting the two different waves in the
two different regions. For the same reasoning as in the layered system, this straight line segment has a slope equals to
the ratio of the two respective velocities, namely (76). The simulations confirm these results.
Figure 18: Contour plot of the infected density fraction a region with four quadrants with different values of R0(ρ, 0) at
different values of time. R0(ρ, 0) = 3.5 for NE and SW, and R0(ρ, 0) = 2 for NW and SE, respectively. The spatial
dimension of the region is 150× 150.
We end this section by noting that one can further explore the use of a wave equation, or perhaps the eikonal equation,
for the description of the spreading of contagion. This would be the goal of a separate study.
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4 Conclusions
We used an analogy with chemical reaction engineering processes to model the growth and spreading of human-
transmitted infections, such as COVID-19 and influenza. The basis of the model is the assumption of three distinct
populations, as in the celebrated SIR model, which are mapped into equivalent chemical species. An important first
result from this formulation is that the relevant quantities are population densities (specifically, areal spatial densities)
and not total populations, as is in the SIR model. These satisfy partial differential equations, with spatial mobilities
included through diffusion and advection. Spatial density effects are then incorporated into the kinetic constant of
the infection growth, hence into the key parameter R0, which becomes an explicitly function of spatial densities, and
found to decrease with the extent of the contagion. Incorporating a spatial density dependence in contagion kinetics is
necessary, and consistent with health guidelines and droplet dynamics.
In the absence of diffusion, and assuming spatially uniform profiles, the results revert to a modified version of the SIR
model, in a geometry recognized as a “batch reactor”. We find that if were to identify an effective SIR-like R0, it would
be smaller than when spatial effects are ignored, which is the standard SIR case. The infection curves are found to be
largely independent of initial conditions, the effect of which is simply to delay the onset of the infection. Analogous
results hold when a ban on “imported infection” is applied, which also only affects to delay the onset of the epidemic,
assuming that R0 is not modified. Small fluctuations in the initial conditions have a minimal effect on the ensemble
behavior. However, this is not the case when the fluctuations are significant in space or in time, in which case they result
into non-trivial ensemble averages. Using the density-dependent R0 we can readily model the effect of the equivalent
of a commute between “home” and “work”, or “suburban” and “urban”, to obtain an effective R0, which is found to be
equal to the arithmetic mean weighted by the exposure time.
We subsequently considered the effect of diffusion in 1-D geometries. We showed the emergence of infection waves,
whether in rectilinear or radial geometries, which asymptotically travel with constant velocity, the dimensional value
of which scales with the square root of diffusivity, and increases with R0. The behavior of the infection waves at
a fixed time is very similar to that for an SIR system, although the shape and the effective value of R0 are slightly
different than in the absence of diffusion, leading to lower intensities, than in the absence of diffusion. This result is
important, as it shows that the SIR limit (absence of diffusion) is a singular limit. We then examined how distributed
densities in different geometries affect the propagation of infection waves. We find that for all practical purposes, the
contagion propagation can be modeled by equivalent waves, the speed of which only depends on the value of R0 in that
region. The overall conclusion is that spatial effects via density or diffusion considerations are important and must be
considered in the description of contagion and its epidemics.
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